Dr. Spock: strong need for dissent

by David Bach

Terminating the war in Vietnam "definitely has" been the primary concern of the American people, according to David Harris, a noted pediatrician and war protester. Harris spoke last night, admitted that his presentation would be one-sided but noted that he "stopped short of saying that my government tried to throw me in jail." His presentation did not go unchallenged as Joseph Zirly, Chairman of the Support Our President For Peace Committee, and a former Hungarian University student, also years under Communist domination, asked a series of questions and alleged that he had "never heard a dedicated Communist speak out against his country." Harris has heard a great many persons born in this country and toward our country apart from with.

Dr. Spock also received some criticism from Dr. Fries, an SMC student, and other members of the Women's Liberation Front, male conception of women's place in society.

Beginning with the French Indo-Chinese empire, Spock traced American participation in the war and commented that the United States was never invited to Vietnam and actually entered in "a power grab.

He criticized President Kennedy for his part in adding to the problem by sending the first military "advisors" into Vietnam.

But he claimed that what Kennedy did was "not anywhere close to what LBJ did." He termed President Johnson's continued on page 7

Assembly keeps requirements

by Prudence Wear

The requirement of senior status for SBP was upheld last night after an anxious debate in the Student Senate. The vote was tight with nine representatives in favor of opening the office to sophomores and juniors, six opposed and one abstentions. Hence, the issue of the class requirement for the office of the President of the Student Body, Discolo reviewed Roberts Rules of Orders pertaining to reconsideration of a question in a session. Realizing that a group of representatives planned to bring "Unless a motion which has previously been considered is substantially amended it cannot be reconsidered in a session," she said. Sophomore Anne Marie Tracey asked for the definition continued on page 7

Famed baby doctor-war protestor Benjamin Spock spoke to a large crowd at Stepan Center.

'Channeling', C.O., and the Resistance

by Dave Lammers

For the person that is adament in his objection to Vietnam, and refuses to serve in any way, through an occupational deferment, two means of conscientious objection exist, the mechanism of conscience within the law, and conscientious objection outside of or opposed to the law, that is, resistance by destroying the draft card, refusing to step forward or even to refuse registering for the draft. I don't think it is good to condemn people that "dodge" the draft by getting a teaching deferment or working in science research or by supporting widowed mothers. But we should all realize that, although they have internal objections to Vietnam and may voice these objections to their friends, as far as the Pentagon boys are concerned, the system has done its job. Through the fear of punishment, that a person dislikes, or even to refuse registering for draft, is good to condemn.

We tell ourselves that these guys are high school teachers or engineers, have established its competence to pass the bar examination on time, that they have internal objections within the law or through resistance or by applying for a occupational deferment, that a person dislikes, or even to refuse registering for draft, is good to condemn.

It won't mind the war, that they will get some "action" and see the world and learn a trade they wouldn't have learned otherwise, and after all, only one out of two young men registered for the war, in bad odds, we say. The rationalizations are not callous, I hope, but they are rationalizations that result in the poor and the blacks getting stung while we are smart enough to learn enough to play the channeling game. It takes a certain amount of intelligence to play the game, to be able to see the perplexities and ambiguities of the war that the black man or poor man many times cannot express but knows anyway.

And this is the greatest challenge to the concept of the conscientious objection. The C.O. is still playing much the same game as the impressed high school teacher. He is saying, "I can't kill Vietnamese for you but I will go into the bushes and teach the poor children for you." Not that teaching poor children is strange, but what if that person is only teaching poor children because of the power of the government? What if, one can't feel he can better serve society and himself by going to law school or studying painting or playing baseball? David Harris, California draft resistor, calls to draft card the card of death. Representing a system of death, that must be opposed and resisted. By going to prison or accepting the punishment of the society, the resistor is serving radical witness to his opposition to the war.

I suppose the argument between the conscientious objectors and the resisters comes down to the question, "How can I best serve witness to my beliefs, how can I best bring about an end to war and how can I best serve humanity?" The resistor answers by saying that he must deny the system of death control over his life, that through his example the system will eventually be brought down or forced to reconsider its methods. And in fact, resistance in the San Francisco­land draft board has become so widespread (figures run around 30%) that the system has not been able to meet its quota for many months. Also, the courts have been bogged down by the huge number of cases of resistance so that persons are not coming to trial, sentences are light, draft resisters are not called for jury duty.

But San Francisco is not America, and David Harris is serving a three year term in the draft resisters at Notre Dame know that they are free men (in the legal sense) for a limited amount of time. Burning a draft card does not go on the record unchallenged.

The conscientious objector cooperates with the system not only because he doesn't want the tag "PELON" hung around his neck for the rest of his lifetime. We live in a system where the courts protect our right to disagree with the state. (That last sentence sounds ridiculous after the Chicago scene, but I have hope.) By taking the demand for conscientious objection based on personal morals to the courts, C.O.'s have been able to expand the meaning of the law within the court system. (See the Seeger and Simon cases.)

It is important that the courts and the power of the law be held conscientious dissent, that is, dissent that is taken through the Selective Service System and through the courts. In a common law system, the more people that voice their dissent with the power of the law behind that right, the more respect the law pays to that position of the dissenters.

Dissent outside the law requires that the person be willing to accept a prison term and the problems in getting a job etc. It is good to note that the Notre Dame resisters underwent a long intro­

Realizing that a group of representatives planned to bring "Unless a motion which has previously been considered is substantially amended it cannot be reconsidered in a session," she said. Sophomore Anne Marie Tracey asked for the definition continued on page 7

by John Simone

Famed baby doctor-war protestor Benjamin Spock spoke to a large crowd at Stepan Center.

Norling resigns from SLC

by John Simone

Dr. Bernard Norling of the History Department announced his resignation from the SLC in a letter to the Observer. Norling in his letter that despite the many constructive accomplishments brought about by the SLC, he has been "overwhelmed by numerous frustrations and chronic time wasting."

"At various times this year, the SLC has attempted to establish its competence to pass judgement on U.S. Foreign Policy, the Vietnam war as unjust. As long as the system is still playing much the same game as the impressed high school teacher, he is saying, "I can't kill Vietnamese for you but I will go into the bushes and teach the poor children for you." Not that teaching poor children is strange, but what if that person is only teaching poor children because of the power of the government? What if, one can't feel he can better serve society and himself by going to law school or studying painting or playing baseball? David Harris, California draft resistor, calls to draft card the card of death. Representing a system of death, that must be opposed and resisted. By going to prison or accepting the punishment of the society, the resistor is serving radical witness to his opposition to the war.

I suppose the argument between the conscientious objectors and the resisters comes down to the question, "How can I best serve witness to my beliefs, how can I best bring about an end to war and how can I best serve humanity?" The resistor answers by saying that he must deny the system of death control over his life, that through his example the system will eventually be brought down or forced to reconsider its methods. And in fact, resistance in the San Francisco­land draft board has become so widespread (figures run around 30%) that the system has not been able to meet its quota for many months. Also, the courts have been bogged down by the huge number of cases of resistance so that persons are not coming to trial, sentences are light, draft resisters are not called for jury duty.

But San Francisco is not America, and David Harris is serving a three year term in the draft resisters at Notre Dame know that they are free men (in the legal sense) for a limited amount of time. Burning a draft card does not go on the record unchallenged.

The conscientious objector cooperates with the system not only because he doesn't want the tag "PELON" hung around his neck for the rest of his lifetime. We live in a system where the courts protect our right to disagree with the state. (That last sentence sounds ridiculous after the Chicago scene, but I have hope.) By taking the demand for conscientious objection based on personal morals to the courts, C.O.'s have been able to expand the meaning of the law within the court system. (See the Seeger and Simon cases.)

It is important that the courts and the power of the law be held conscientious dissent, that is, dissent that is taken through the Selective Service System and through the courts. In a common law system, the more people that voice their dissent with the power of the law behind that right, the more respect the law pays to that position of the dissenters.

Dissent outside the law requires that the person be willing to accept a prison term and the problems in getting a job etc. It is good to note that the Notre Dame resisters underwent a long intro­

Realizing that a group of representatives planned to bring "Unless a motion which has previously been considered is substantially amended it cannot be reconsidered in a session," she said. Sophomore Anne Marie Tracey asked for the definition continued on page 7

by Dave Lammers

For the person that is adament in his objection to Vietnam, and refuses to serve in any way, through an occupational deferment, two means of conscientious objection exist, the mechanism of conscience within the law, and conscientious objection outside of or opposed to the law, that is, resistance by destroying the draft card, refusing to step forward or even to refuse registering for the draft. I don't think it is good to condemn people that "dodge" the draft by getting a teaching deferment or working in science research or by supporting widowed mothers. But we should all realize that, although they have internal objections to Vietnam and may voice these objections to their friends, as far as the Pentagon boys are concerned, the system has done its job. Through the fear of getting drafted, the person has been "channelled" into a civilian position that is important to our national security and well-being. It is through the meaningful expression of his objection, through resistance or by applying for a C.O. classification, that a person expresses his beliefs, that is, if he sees the Vietnam war as unjust. As long as the government can channel people into those positions (not evils in themselves) by recognizing and using dissent for their own ends, then that dissent is meaningful and must come under the category "Saving Our Own Ass."

After all, there is always the dumb slob who can't wait to get off the assembly line or the black who wants to leave the ghetto. We tell ourselves that these guys wouldn't mind the war, that they will get some "action" and see the world and learn a trade they wouldn't have learned otherwise, and after all, only one out of two young men registered for the war, in bad odds, we say.

The rationalizations are not callous, I hope, but they are rationalizations that result in the poor and the blacks getting stung while we are smart enough to learn enough to play the channeling game. It takes a certain amount of intelligence to play the game, to be able to see the perplexities and ambiguities of the war that the black man or poor man many times cannot express but knows anyway.

And this is the greatest challenge to the concept of the conscientious objection. The C.O. is still playing much the same game as the impressed high school teacher. He is saying, "I can't kill Vietnamese for you but I will go into the bushes and teach the poor children for you." Not that teaching poor children is strange, but what if that person is only teaching poor children because of the power of the government? What if, one can't feel he can better serve society and himself by going to law school or studying painting or playing baseball? David Harris, California draft resistor, calls to draft card the card of death. Representing a system of death, that must be opposed and resisted. By going to prison or accepting the punishment of the society, the resistor is serving radical witness to his opposition to the war.

...
by Mark Walbran

Yesterday afternoon as I walked into the Art Gallery I saw huge unframed canvasses, spread out on the floor, splattered with avocado green. Abstract stuff, I thought, until I looked up and saw someone hastily rolling avocado green over the gallery's display panels. I stepped around the ladder, walked between a pair of saw horses, and approached a gentleman holding a potted plant. Four identical plants were resting on the floor next to his feet. I introduced myself as an Observer reporter, and asked him if he knew where I could find Mr. Dean Porter, the curator. He told me that he was the man I was looking for and said, "Wait a minute," and he carried the plant to the other side of the room. When he returned, another man came up to him and said, "Let's go downstairs where we can talk." Porter and an enthusiastic crew of professors and students of the Fine Arts Department are giving the corner in O'Shaughnessy a face lift for the Florence time art exhibit called "The Age of Vasari," which opens Sunday, February 22. This will be the first time in the United States that an exhibit has focused on the work of Giorgio Vasari, the 16th century master and art historian. Porter said that both the Louvre in Paris and the Uffizi in Florence have had special exhibits of Vasari's drawings, but he thought this would be the first time the artist's paintings would highlight an exhibit.

Downstairs in his office Porter explained that "The Age of Vasari" exhibit has been in the making for four years. He and his colleague, Michael McKenrick, of the State University of New York at Binghamton, have cooperated in the work of arranging the exhibit of the 120 works gathered from the major collections of North America. The exhibit will run until March 31 and then it will reopen again in April in Binghamton.

Although the gallery opens for the exhibit Sunday, the grand opening is Sunday, March 8. Then, Porter explained, the 250 page catalogue explaining Vasari's work will be available. The work, he said, will have 150 illustrations. "It's more grandioso than anything we've ever done before," he said.

Porter said that the University had contributed a considerable sum for the exhibit and that other money had been received from foundations. Aside from financial assistance, Porter said that the exhibit was possible because of all the help he has received from various faculty members and students. Mr. Richard Raymond Alsko, special assistant curator, and Mr. Steven Reed, and Norman Denby.

McKenna announces meeting for presidential candidates

Student Body President Phil McKenna announced yesterday that he was going to hold a meeting for all students interested in running for SSB, Sunday night at 10 p.m. in his office.

McKenna went on saying that he had already talked to the two leading candidates and that they "have expressed an interest in the idea." He claimed that he would "like to offer any other candidates an equal opportunity in re-structuring the campaign." Present plans call for the election to be held on March 11, with the campaigning to start the 2nd or 3rd. At present it is considered likely that both Tom Thresher and Dave Kanuha will run.

McKenna stressed that attendance of this meeting was not a pre-requisite for running.

NEWS MEETING

5:00 pm TODAY

STARTS TONIGHT

Sat. & Sun. 12:45

see both as late as 9:30

Must have legal proof of age and NOTRE DAME ID Card.
by Steve Hoffman

The Student Senate convened last evening primarily to voice approval of the SLC’s most important decisions on topics, devoting greatest attention to the question of the Student Government and Student Union budgets for the second semester.

On recommendation by Student Body President Phil McCann, Senate members voted unanimously to leave the terms of the budget, as they were determined at the beginning of the year, basically unchanged. However, if the student group can expect any significant cuts or additions to their particular budget, they must speak now.

Speaking for the Student Union, Comptroller Jay Fitzsimmons announced that the Union financial system had worked extremely well during the first semester, and that the efficiency of the system had prevented major financial errors.

Student Union Director Danny Clark, in discussing the Union budget, claimed that the most relevant figure concerning the budget was the low percentage of the total year’s budget spent during the first semester. Since the Union has utilized only 30.6% of its allotted budget for the first semester, a substantial amount remains for what Clark termed “ambitious” and “interesting projects.”

The Student Senate also approved the original Union budget by consensus.

Student Body Treasurer John Coughlin addressed the Senator’s budget report.

Coughlin said that there had been some doubt as to whether the Senate would enact the recommendation that the Senate allocate $300 from its own budget to provide for the costs of the booklet.

McKinna also announced to the Senate that they would meet in a special, informal meeting on Sunday, March 1, to discuss the future of the Senate, and to explore the discrepancy between what the Senate is doing and what it should be doing.

Alumni Club changes

The ‘Alumni Club is now completely under student management, said manager Randy Harkins announced yesterday. Prior to this the club had been under a professional manager, with harkins acting as an assistant. The previous manager left for other employment, Harkins claimed.

The club, Harkins indicated, was having some minor financial difficulties. At present he claimed, it is running about even due to a lack of patrons during the week.

“Volume has been slow on Monday thru Thursday. Our general publicity work has been lacking and the expense of a professional business manager has contributed to this,” he commented.

“The main thing is to get students to realize that this is a private club and that it is their club. It is available for seminars, bachelor parties, wedding parties, and showers. We do have an established happy hour from 6:30 to 7:30, six days a week,” he said.

Harkins maintained that the Alumni Club has “the lowest prices in town.”

“Even though many places do have 25 cent draft beer, we’re the only place that is selling 12 bottles of premium beer,” he remarked.

Harkins also announced upcoming and coming events for the second semester. They include a kickoff party for the new management, a St. Patrick’s celebration, and Senior Week, as well as an old timers night.

“—This Tuesday night, as a kick off for new management, from six o’clock to eight o’clock were going to have 10 cent Schlitz and free pizza from the Pizza Hut. We have planned a ‘toast to the Irish’, a week long festival in conjunction with St. Patrick’s Day.”

Yesterday we had a very successful Business Administration Junior Bruce Rick who would assume the position, effective immediately. Bruce is a junior in Business Administration, and is from Roosevelt, Texas.

DeSapio also announced the appointment of business administration junior Bruce Parker, from Lansing, Michigan, as advertising manager. Sophomore John Mahler, from Dayton, Ohio, was named as accountant. Miss Nancy Erdman will continue as secretary.

The OBSERVER needs news writers. If interested please call the news editor at 1715.
Editorial

St. Mary's has already begun to pay the price for academic merger with Notre Dame. Overcrowding on the shuttle bus, in the Dining Hall, and, as of next year, in the dorms has reached an unbearable point. And, on all these issues something should and must be done now.

The increase in Notre Dame students taking classes on the campus has seemingly been disregarded by Saga and our administration. On Monday’s, Wednesday’s, and Friday’s at 12 noon it takes a student 20 to 30 minutes of standing in line to get food which the majority of students agree gets worse by the day.

A bus meant to carry a normal load of 50 to 60 people has been forced to hold at times 40 to 50 more. In these cold temperatures the heat of many bodies is still endurable, if the discomfort is not. But South Bend spring humidity is only weeks away and yet the administration has hardly seemed to notice let alone take some valid form of action. Nighttime bus increases are significant, but how many students have missed classes because of the discomfort?

Both of these issues are evident now for SMC, but one more vital has shown its head for the future. At the Open Forum held a week ago it came out that SMC is going to find itself tight for living space next year, that, in fact, a group has scrutinized at least Le Mans Hall in search of it. According to figures uncovered by the Committee for Off-Campus Housing, next September St. Mary’s will have approximately 100 students that it now has no rooms for. If the Off-Campus housing issue does not pan out, the alternative is doubling up on rooms presently on campus. In other words, some of the bigger doubles will become triples; quads, quints, sextets.

With the need for utilization of every spare area, it does not look too reasonable that we will keep study areas. In fact, it only seems logical, priorities being as they are, that they will go first.

Few seem to realize that the rooms we consider so spacious, the rooms which will become so less next year, once held less students, as any visiting alumna will tell you. Room 412 Le Mans, a comfortable triple, it was lately shown its head for the future. At the Open Forum held here last week, the committee has not reached such a pinnacle of academic excellence that we can say “SMC education at any price!”—least of all, discomfort and displacement.

Any student now living in a triple or quad or quint can attest to the difficulty of studying her room. Add to peco rumbling around in the room the increased noise in the hall and you have the basis for a psychological project on the effects of noise on study habits. Studies have proved that noise is a definite factor in the achievement abilities of the student and with the study quiet areas of the dorms gobbled up as living space, this factor will become more apparent.

Students have an obligation to themselves to take issue with the people who are attempting to jam them here and there on the campus. These people have decided to air their grievances directly to them; other students, members of the Board.

An issue has finally arisen at SMC, that of the students who are attempting to get something done: the Administration has been bypassed, which was designated to imitate people being napped in Viet Nam. In literature this technique is called Memmes, but when applied to the more real world of politics it is seldom dignified with an official term. In fact, the term used most commonly is an eight-letter ango-saxoonism denoting the excrement of a male bovine, but that’s not a particularly important point. More important was the curious character of the Notre Dame New Left’s latest effort to make us think.

It was without a doubt the poorest political analogy of the year. It was an exercise in demagoguery that invited and received demagoguery in turn. Consider the situation:

Before an expectant crowd of five hundred or so, black-hooded demonstrators marched down the Administration building with their signs and their obsession. One of the halloweens-caricature polemists suavely assumed an unmanned microphone. He shouted sophistics at the audience, and the audience shouted sophistics back. The pictures were displayed. More demagoguery flowed back and forth. The demonstrators flung off their heads. Emotional catharsis. High theatre.

It was a show; a picture-show. As such, what did it prove? That the Viet Nam War was immoral? Hardly. Those pictures could have been taken at War World II or War World I or in a Hollywood movie set with dolls and red paint. The killing of babies (or men or women—the distinction is purely emotional) is a consequence of all wars. We are at the crossroads of history, and the有一点 war is being fought to protect the principle of self-determination; a principle that will be vibrant and important and fought for long after this.

It is the same picture now. In our Lord 1970 has concluded. But what did the picture-show prove? That Dow and Honeywell were complicit in an action pro tem immortal? If so, Winchester is complicit in every murder perpetrated with one of its guns. That the University implicitly approves either the war effort or the activities of Dow and Honeywell? Not unless the University gives implicit endorsement to the Anglican Church by allowing one of its minstrels to speak on campus. That Dow, Honeywell, the Government, and the University are parts of a vast conspiracy designed to beat up on the third world? The quest grows ridiculous.

But perhaps it wasn’t designed to prove anything. The grammatically mishapen diatribe that the thirteen flung out seems to indicate precisely that. Culpating in the misuse of the word “efficacious”, their lengthy statement manages to confuse Auschwitz and Viet Nam. They insert themselves as defenders of “burning, dying human beings” (one doubts that they would be as enthusiastic defenders of the pre-Castro Cubans from the effects of the revolution), and indulge in other such sophistic idiocy. Rather than being designed to “make you think”, the tract seems to be basically anti-intellectual in nature.

Someday, when Mahonets and Rockalls and McCarry make their peace with orthography, we can look forward to a pamphlet on Viet Nam and University Complicity and Dow and napalm and black racism and white racism and everything else that is of issue. Hopefully, it will be on WND. But in the meantime all we can look forward to is screaming and executioner’s heads and picture shows.

Perhaps they should have burned the lamb. It would have satiated some of the students, it would have been the obvious victory of the thirteen to shock. They could have sold tickets. They could have saved the lamb-burning until the end, thereby forcing a captive audience to listen to an hour or so of sophistical offerings like the one they handed out. They could have called it Marat Sade.
Afterthoughts on Medium Cool
by John Stupp

MEDIUM COOL was one of the most important films released in 1969 and it is difficult for modern audiences to appreciate such a box-office flop. In some cities, it came and went within a week. Even in Chicago, where it was originally filmed, it received less than ecstatic public acclaim. If you haven’t seen it yet, don’t hold your breath waiting to see if it will ever be shown in any major theaters, probably you’re only chance is to watch an on-line drive-in or an on film society screenings.

Part of the fault lies in incredibly bad publicity, which it never had a chance to own. It usually received announcements like “Go and see The Chicago Rats!” and sensational headlines of that sort. Mr. Wexler, who has been at odds with Hollywood for some years, was never given a chance to explain his film.

In the tradition of IN COLD BLOOD and ARMSIES OF THE NIGHT, it brought the fictional, narrative aspect to a strict documentary. The film portrays a fact, shown-the 35 mm color version of the riot footage, but it was never shown to the people it was intended for.

George had spent even more time on the booth than he had expected. He knew he had a good head for figures, but he never knew it. He was the body a swift kick to check if it was living, waiting who would come and keep him company. He hoped it was someone from his past, someone who would recognize him.

That was Henry down there, a good banker, Madeline, turned red but he didn’t say anything. She was a victim of the curse of the silent. The attack of the Them.

Like LA CHINOISE when Godard does the voice-over, destroying the traditional audience/film relationship, focusing participation with the viewer. The idea of the camera boring on the audience is also dangerous. Imagery explosion, of cameras monitoring every move, watching. When will? "Busted." He was never able to feel something, to feel something the Them had done. They were the enemy. "Good," he had said to himself. He had to feel, to even know what it was like to be a victim.

Now George was facing two of Them that he didn’t know. He was laughing, he looked up, whereupon two men in over Black Jackets, one head turned, doubled over, and the last split tens and twos. He had to lose. He had turned to the first of two and said: "Who are you?" The other showed an eight and a three and doubled down, and the last did the same. He asked how much.

Minor to perform
Brian Minor of Albany, Ind., will be featured on the saxophone with the Contemporary Arts Trio tonight in the Library Auditorium at 8:15 p.m. Those who have attended Mr. Wexler’s previous concerts will know that the saxophone is one of his favorite instruments. He has a unique style of playing, which is both complex and rhythmical. In his performances, he is able to create a mood that is both intimate and dramatic.

The attack of the Them.

Impressionism featured at USB
Unusual in the way of audience participation will be a feature of a concert scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 25, in the auditorium of Indiana University, Bloomington.

Berton K. Mclean, composer and lecturer in music at USB, will give an improvisation-recital based on musical themes suggested by the audience.

He will share the program with the University Brass Ensemble, conducted by Dr. Michael J. Esselstrom, assistant professor of music at USB. Mclean’s share of the program will be "Diversions," a series of nine compositions for medium and large orchestra written by J. S. Bach.

The ensemble will perform a series of nine compositions for medium and large orchestra written by J. S. Bach, along with two works by contemporary composers. The program will also feature a solo performance by Mclean on the piano.

The concert will take place in the auditorium of Indiana University, Bloomington, at 7:15 p.m. The admission is free and open to the public.
You could buy one of those small cars. But look what you don't get.

Nasca's anti-theft ignition key warning buzzer
Nasca's Magic-Mirror acrylic lacquer finish
Nasca's choice of three standard engines: 4, 6, or V8
Nasca's room for five passengers in their luggage
Nasca's foot-operated parking brake
Nasca's glove compartment with lock
Nasca's day-night rearview mirror
Nasca's more unlimited luggage capacity
Nasca's cargo-guard luggage compartment
Nasca's forward-mounted door lock buttons
Nasca's flash-and-day rocker panels
Nasca's computer-selected springs

Nasca's got a lot to talk about. With a Nova, you just can't find out more everywhere and lose the price. Maybe that's why Nova is such a big seller. It offers what more people want. Along with a resale value that will make some of those other cars even smaller in comparison. Putting you first, keeps us first.

CHARISMATICALLY YOURS,
Sue Kreer '71
Dr. Spock: Violence only as a last resort

continued from page 1

escalation of the war in Febru­ary as an "act of God." He noted that this was particularly galling for him because he had voted for Johnson in the 1964 election and even campaigned for him as the "peace" candidate against Barry Goldwater.

The problem he faced, he said, was whether to "live with my conscience or our government." He began by asserting that "destroying crops and houses and moving the people into foreign war zones can be termed 'clear violations of international law.'"

"They've got a lot of nerve prosecuting me and four others for not taking part in this war," he said. "If we can put Germans and Japanese to death it must be possible to put ourselves to death, too."

"We have been asked to operate formally on one techni­cality, we should do so on all issues."

He made and passed to follow on technicalities another member before she could vote and the motion was, then, "deferred." As the discussion continued, Susan Turnbull, who was sitting in on the meeting was recog­nized. "Keeping the requirement to the senior class will not guarantee the ideal candidates will appear," she said; "however, dropping the requirement would not mean that much difference. Yet, dropping it will guarantee competition and the SBP will not have to operate knowing that she was elected by only 22% of the student body."

The proponents of the motion that "the SLC has failed in the way he cited in the letter," he surmised that it is due to "the small group of political and social activists who must keep the attention of the majority of the student body." However, he added that he had a good opinion of all the members personally.

"This week those who have heretofore considered student life to encompass U.S. Foreign Policy, Honesty, et al., suddenly discover that it is not the proper concern of the SLC to establish standards for individual halls in the matter of parietal hours. This New Logic is too subtle for me," he added in his letter.

Norling also launched into a criticism of the SLC recom­mendation that the CIA be barred from recruiting on the campus. He stated, "For the last four or five centuries it has been an elementary fact of inter­national life that major nations must maintain effective intel­ligence and espionage systems since the relative efficiency of these has determined the outcome of many wars. It has long been equally obvious that to be effective these systems must operate in the strictest secrecy. Hence one can only view with astonishment the stand of educated people deliberately seeking to hamper recruitment to the intelligence apparatus of their own nation in the Nuclear Age."

As to the future of the SLC, Norling stated, "I doubt if in practice there will be much change," Professor Norling had served seven months of his two year term.

continued from page 1

in order to make something useful of themselves.

As to the reason why he(continued from page 1)

sophomores and juniors at the meet­ing asked them why they were there, the more distinguished members of the SLC answered such as in the 1954 Brown Vs. Board of Education decision which reversed an earlier ruling allowing segregated schools.

However, he concluded, "no society can get along without laws or respect for laws . . . but we must not believe that they are an integrated whole."

He then went on to mention that "much of our progress has been made outside of legal means." He listed the Women's Suffrage Movement, the labor movement of the 1930's and the American revolution itself as examples.

Then he went through some of the means by which citizens should permeate their dis­sent. The first method he men­tioned was simply writing let­ters. The second was working for social activists who must keep the attention of the majority of the student body.

The second was working for social activists who must keep the attention of the majority of the student body.

The two methods were, in his opinion. He said that the people who have power . . . don't give up their power . . . just because they are asked." The other means of dissent which he suggested were sit-ins and picketing.

However, he stated that he would never resort to violence "except as an extreme last resort . . . But I'm white and Middle Class and I haven't had to feel the raze of the black man."

When Mr. Stalay asked why Spock and others were continu­ally criticizing the United States, Spock replied quickly: "Because I love my country.

"However," he said, "if we operate formally on one techni­cality, we should do so on all issues." The motion was then dropped and the SLC body was turned over to the majority of the student body.

At that point Jean Gorman moved that "the SLC has failed in the way he cited in the letter," he surmised that it is due to "a small group of political and social activists who must keep the attention of the majority of the student body." However, he added that he had a good opinion of all the members personally.

"This week those who have heretofore considered student life to encompass U.S. Foreign Policy, Honesty, et al., suddenly discover that it is not the proper concern of the SLC to establish standards for individual halls in the matter of parietal hours. This New Logic is too subtle for me," he added in his letter.

Norling also launched into a criticism of the SLC recom­mendation that the CIA be barred from recruiting on the campus. He stated, "For the last four or five centuries it has been an elementary fact of inter­national life that major nations must maintain effective intel­ligence and espionage systems since the relative efficiency of these has determined the outcome of many wars. It has long been equally obvious that to be effective these systems must operate in the strictest secrecy. Hence one can only view with astonishment the stand of educated people deliberately seeking to hamper recruitment to the intelligence apparatus of their own nation in the Nuclear Age."

As to the future of the SLC, Norling stated, "I doubt if in practice there will be much change," Professor Norling had served seven months of his two year term.

SMC Assembly

continued from page 1 of "session" and Driscoll stated that it extended from May 1st to May 1st of the succeeding academic year.

Traczy with Robert's Rules in hand took exception, stating that a session extended from 2 to 3 hours. Driscoll found the definition which clarified her point.

The chairman asked that the Assembly decide whether they wished to operate formally or informally under the Rules. In re­sponse to criticism raised at her for speaking out from the chair at the last meeting, Driscoll said that formally the chairman should relinquish the chair to another member before she remarks on an issue.

"However," she said, "if we operate formally on one techni­cality, we should do so on all issues." The motion has then passed to follow Robert's Rules on voting to pass legislation and motions and not on technicalities.

At that point Jean Gorman moved that "the SLC has failed in the way he cited in the letter," he surmised that it is due to "a small group of political and social activists who must keep the attention of the majority of the student body." However, he added that he had a good opinion of all the members personally.

"This week those who have heretofore considered student life to encompass U.S. Foreign Policy, Honesty, et al., suddenly discover that it is not the proper concern of the SLC to establish standards for individual halls in the matter of parietal hours. This New Logic is too subtle for me," he added in his letter.

Norling also launched into a criticism of the SLC recom­mendation that the CIA be barred from recruiting on the campus. He stated, "For the last four or five centuries it has been an elementary fact of inter­national life that major nations must maintain effective intel­ligence and espionage systems since the relative efficiency of these has determined the outcome of many wars. It has long been equally obvious that to be effective these systems must operate in the strictest secrecy. Hence one can only view with astonishment the stand of educated people deliberately seeking to hamper recruitment to the intelligence apparatus of their own nation in the Nuclear Age."

As to the future of the SLC, Norling stated, "I doubt if in practice there will be much change," Professor Norling had served seven months of his two year term.

SMC elections

Nominations for the SMC offices of Body President and Vice President open Monday night and will continue until 7 p.m. Thursday.

Though the office is open only to present juniors, next year's Vice-President may come from any class. Thus, the junior students are reminded that candidates must be on tickets.

Freshmen sponsor mixer Saturday

The freshman class Senate of SMC and the freshman social commit­tee of ND are jointly sponsoring a mixer this Saturday, February 21.

The dance is to follow the basketball game in LaFayette on the second floor. Admission for all is 50 cents.

Music will be provided by a new Chicago group, "The Rhythm Method." Though freshmen sponsored, Lolo Stankus, SMC freshman class president stressed the fact that "the dance is open to all." Plans are hopeful this first freshman project of '70 will be a great success.

dreams are made of:

For appointment call 234-0811
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Violets prove tough to trample
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rebounds to account for his 21
markers. After the Irish took an early
nine-point lead, four lead, a number of
ND mascots and some effective
work on the offensive. No. 48, the
Vietnamese put NYU in front as
much as eight. The box and one
scoring, including a layup on a
Carr was giving the Dn Lac team some
trouble. With only four
minutes left in the half, ND had
just 18 points. The final four
minutes were quite a different
tale as Mike O'Connell came
off the bench to move the club
into a 38-30 advantage at the half.

One of the big plus factors for
ND was the play of Tad, that
Sid Calletti and his sub, Jay
Zierowski, did on the Vikings' high
scores. Jim Signorile had been averaging
about 14 points, and Zierowski held the big center
to a minor five.

Both teams were shot well
and rebounded even better as the second half began and
with the help of a second, Red
grinned crookedly:

"The Indians are a better
body, Red grinned crookedly:

"I war," he said quietly, "just beaten by a better man."

I doubt it.

Jim Murray

Red's Badge

of Courage

© 1976 Los Angeles Times

They should call him "Indian Red" Courage.

The lord never intended Ernie (Red) Lopez to be a fighter. The Indian Red is a melancholy man. Life is a matter-of-fact
tale as Mike O'Connell came
to life. They weren't going to
be able to stop the club,
Napoles realized he had to call in the cavalry. He
headed for a hammer and a box of nails
into him early. With the blood of Indians, Mexicans,
and Scotch in his veins, he
had made his fight.

Red discouraged a dozen of flashier opponents. He showed the
Lord probably had a pretty good idea somebody would
tie great play, but he gave most of his
time to the Olymphy

But the order blank on Indian Red probably said, "Fit him for
suffering."

Indian Red in a melancholy man. Life is a matter-of-fact
progression. An Indian born in reservation in Utah,
differently endowed, the uselessness of complaint was drummed
into him by his people of Indian, Mexican, Scotch and
Irish in you, you were pretty sure he came from a long line of people
who expected no quarter with life. They had to be people who
grew up in a world of hunters, or who owed
crops in the broiling sun or who shot buffalo from horseback.

And they were not men who went down and stayed down from the first
left hook life dealt them.

When he came to L.A., he didn't head for the discotheques. He
couldn't dance anyway. He headed for a hammer and a box of nails
and a job as a carpenter. He married his childhood sweetheart, not a
girl with a foot of cotton candy hair and a wad of chewing gum.

In another era, Red would have been a "club fighter," a guy good
enough for unscientifical brawls on Monday nights at St. Nick's or the
lendard club where the Olymphy

Everybody Red fought had a pair of jacks showing. He always
looked like he had a hand he should hold. But he got the break he
needed most.

Howie Steindler has been running a gym since the days when a
guy would fight an ape for a dollar, and his wise old eyes had seen,
many fights. Here was the fight game, the full picture of the fight game
for a man who looks around for his mother when he is jabbed in the nose.
He's a guy, a disgusted manager may say, "He has
so much dog in him, he chases cats." Or, "He trees cats." Or,
He has so much dog in him, he gets paid off in bones. Most of
the 3,000 fighters Howie saw could have barked.

But Howie noticed right away that Red was dogged, not doggy.
He was as unemotional as a totem pole. "He would get up from a
train wreck," says Howie. "Courage is the great equalizer. It's like
bringing a gun in the ring." Howie was in a position to utilize this
quality for Red.

Red discouraged a dozen of flashier opponents. He showed the
public why the Indian word for man is "brave."

Red, with Howie's help, made his way clear to a $40,000 title
shot with nothing more than a sneaky right hand and a large, red
heart. They put him in with Jose Napoles, a Cuban tough with a
bringer's moustache and a left he could chop cane with. Napoles
knocked Red on his head with a left hook in the first round and
hit him so hard and so often that Ernie's neck spun on
throughout the entire second half. But the order blank on Indian Red probably said,
"I was," he said quietly, "just beaten by a better man."

Red said, "I didn't like all that traveling."

"It was work in every phase of the game but only for the
virtually carried the
lead down for the 1947 season by A.
B. Gifford.

The suspension is the first
since Leo Durocher was set
down for the 1947 season by A.
B. "Happy" Chandler.

In the statement, Kuhn said he could not at this
time indicate when that review
might be completed.

"In the meantime," said
Kuhn, "this office will continue to cooperate with the enforce-
ment authorities in Detroit and I-
ans assured Mr. McLain will do
likewise."

McLain suspended by Kuhn

NEW YORK (UPI) - Baseball
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn yes-
terday suspended pitcher
McLain of the Detroit Tigers indefinitely from professional
baseball.

"It has developed on the basis of facts
discovered in the course of
McLain's involvement in 1967 book-
making activities and has associ-
aties pending the completion of
my review of his situation" Kuhn said.

McLain, who appeared briefly,
said "I haven't got much to say. I'm going to Oakland and
will hold a press conference tomorrow." Present
at the meeting were the
commissioner; McLain; his
advisor, former Senator Aiken; Henry
Fitzgibbons, new security head for
baseball; and administrative assistant Charles Segar.

DiMag is back

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - Joe
DiMaggio, the old Yankee
clipper, is coming back to help
Charlie Finley and his Oakland
A's this spring.

DiMaggio served Finley as a
consultant and will work with the
two last years, then decided not to
renew his contract.

"I didn't like all that traveling."

"I was work in every phase of the game but only for the
virtually carried the
lead down for the 1947 season by A.
B. Gifford.

The suspension is the first
since Leo Durocher was set
down for the 1947 season by A.
B. "Happy" Chandler.

In the statement, Kuhn said he could not at this
time indicate when that review
might be completed.

"In the meantime," said
Kuhn, "this office will continue to cooperate with the enforce-
ment authorities in Detroit and I-
ans assured Mr. McLain will do
likewise."

Green needs plate

OTTAWA (UPI) - Boston
Bruefenseeman Ted Green is
completely recovered from brain
injuries suffered in his stick
swinging fight with Wayne Maki
in which the but he will have a plate implant-
ed in his skull in minor surgery
Friday for protective purposes.

Green's doctor, neurosurgeon
Michael T. Richard, said
Wednesday news reports men-
tioning a steel plate being set in
the hockey player's skull after
the fight last Sept. 21 were
invented.

There has been no plate in
his skull, but we are going to put
one in there, for protective purposes, in the operations on Friday," said Dr. Richard. He
said he had not decided whether the plate to be used will be steel or plastic. It will replace the
piece of skullbone broken by Maki's stick and removed during
subsequent surgery.

The fight, in a pre-season
game, saw Maki and Green exchange overhead swipes with their hockey sticks. It led to the
two being charged with "assault causing bodily harm."